Severe Maternal Pre- and Postpartum Intra-Abdominal Bleeding due to Deciduosis

Schwere prä- und postpartale intraabdominale maternale Blutungen aufgrund einer Deziduose
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Zusammenfassung


Introduction

The term “deciduosis” is used to describe the severe pregnancy-associated occurrence of ectopic decidua with a usually asymptomatic course. We report on two cases of massive maternal intra-abdominal bleeding due to such symptomatic changes. The complications arose at different time points for the two cases: prepartum (26th week of pregnancy) or, respectively, seven days postpartum. As well as differential diagnostic aspects we describe the management of the disease and its possible effects on subsequent pregnancies.

Case Reports

Case 1: Massive intra-abdominal bleeding due to erosion of the left pelvis wall by deciduosis

The 36-year-old primigravida presented in the 25 + 2 week of pregnancy at the University Hospital in Oldenburg with the diagnosis of an acute abdomen. On admission the patient exhibited ubiquitous abdominal pain, a marked peritonism and, on sonography, copious free intra-abdominal fluids. The haemoglobin value on admission was 8.5 g/dl but dropped within a short time to 5.2 g/dl. Induction of foetal pulmonary maturation could no longer be initiated due to the fulminant course. After clinical exclusion of appendicitis the
diagnosis was unclarified abdominal bleeding as indication for a laparotomy with longitudinal incision. Intraoperatively intraperitoneal bleeding from an eroded artery in the region of the left pelvic wall was seen. Several groups of lesions typical for deciduosis were seen in the vicinity of this pelvic wall and the left ovary so that the tentative diagnosis of pregnancy-associated deciduosis was made intraoperatively. The inflamed areas were removed and a subtle haemostasis initiated. After attaining complete stoppage of the bleeding, a sterile vaginal sonography was performed intraoperatively with visualisation of a normal-frequency foetal cardiac function and unaffected anterior wall placenta. Transabdominal sonography was performed immediately postoperatively and gave the same unremarkable result. The patient was transferred to the intensive care unit for observation. In the course of a control examination four hours postoperatively a highly pathological CTG pattern (bird wings) was observed and led to the indication for an emergency Caesarean section. As expected for the gestational age, an extremely immature female baby was delivered (820 g, Apgar 3/4/7, NapH: 7.19 BE: −7 mmol/l) and immediately transferred to the neonatal intensive care ward.

After a short postoperative monitoring on the ICU the mother was transferred to the maternity ward. Altogether, four erythrocyte concentrates were administered during the course. After an initially stable period, on the fourth day of life the baby suffered from massive intracranial bleeding in both hemispheres with a lethal result.

Histological work-up of the maternal samples taken intraoperatively confirmed the tentative diagnosis of deciduosis (Figs. 1 and 2).

Fig. 1 Connective tissue transformed by deciduosis from the vicinity of the ovary, some characteristic deciduosis nests are stained (haematoxylin and eosin).

Fig. 2 Large bodied deciduosis cells with broad cytoplasm (arrow) and uniformly contoured nuclei are seen (haematoxylin/eosin).
Case 2: Intra-abdominal bleeding from areas of deciduosis in the vicinity of the uterine border on the seventh postoperative day after primary Caesarean section for total placenta praevia totalis in the 35 + 1 week

A 39-year-old women (II gravida 0 para) presented in the 35 + 1 week of pregnancy for a planned Caesarean section due to the existence of a placenta praevia totalis and transverse foetal position. A conspicuous intraoperative finding was that the uterus was twisted by 120°. The left tube was displaced caudally in the vicinity of the uterine cervix. It was not possible to untwist the pregnant uterus and so an oblique incision was made into the accessible part of the uterus. Delivery of the baby was free of problems. After removal of the placenta, the uterus could easily be twisted back into its normal anatomic position. Inspection of the adnexa and uterine cervix revealed small endometrial lesions. The further surgical course was unremarkable.

On the 7th postoperative day the patient developed very severe pain in the vicinity of her left flank. After exclusion of an ascending urinary tract infection and renal congestion, sonography demonstrated increasing amounts of free intra-abdominal fluids. In addition, a progressive decrease in haemoglobin from 10.1 g/dl to 5.8 g/dl within a period of 13 hours was noted, so that – on the assumption of intra-abdominal bleeding – revision by way of an infraumbilical longitudinal laparotomy was undertaken. The suspicion of massive bleeding was confirmed intraoperatively. The bleeding site was identified as a conspicuous area in the region of the left dorsal uterine wall that was macroscopically compatible with deciduosis. A tissue sample was taken, followed by staunching of the bleeding; in addition two erythrocyte concentrates were administered perioperatively. Histological work-up of the tissue sample confirmed the tentative diagnosis of deciduosis.

The subsequent postoperative course was unremarkable. The patient was released home seven days after the revision operation.

Discussion

Deciduosis is a mostly pregnancy associated, large-cell stromal reaction which can occur as ectopic deciduosis in the sera and mucosa of many different organs [7–8]. It can, however, also arise from a secondary decidual transformation of pre-existing extragenital endometrial lesions [9–11]. It only very rarely occurs in the physiological cycle events outside of pregnancy, as it is regulated by the action of ovarian and placental hormones, in particular, the permanently high progesterone level in pregnancy. If deciduosis occurs outside of pregnancy, then above all the progesterone produced in the adrenal gland is responsible for it [5]. During pregnancy the decidua are formed from endometrial stromal cells under the influence of the respective hormones and thus represent a physiological reaction to the progesterone stimulation caused by pregnancy. The earliest reported occurrence of deciduosis was observed on the ovary in the 9th week of pregnancy [7]. Regression of deciduosis begins towards the end of the pregnancy and generally occurs over a period of 4 to 6 weeks [5]. Deciduosis-like changes have, however, also been described during a postpartum period of up to several months [12]. This postpartum regression possibly explains, as described in our case, the acute postpartum haemorrhagic deciduosis. In this case it is possible that an insufficiently advanced regression could have triggered the late massive deciduosal bleeding. On the other hand another possible explanation for the massive bleeding could also be hormone withdrawal caused by the end of the pregnancy. Both are hypotheses that have not been previously reported in the literature and that also cannot be clarified for our cases. Even so, this is the first report to describe a severe decidual bleeding in childbed.

However, as a general rule, deciduosis remains asymptomatic and its detection is usually an incidental finding on histology of peritoneal biopsies taken during Caesarean sections. Also in most cases it does not have any clinical consequences. The pathogenesis of deciduosis has not yet been completely clarified. There are various hypotheses but none of them have been unequivocally clarified. On the one hand it is discussed that a deciduosis can develop on the basis of a pre-existing endometriosis. On the other hand a de novo reaction of pluripotent submesothelial stromal cells has been proposed as the cause of deciduosis [13]. From the embryological point of view, intraembryonal coelom epithelium is the source tissue of not only endometrial stroma but also of submesothelial stroma. Intraembryonal coelom epithelium is, in addition, the source tissue of serosa of the pleura and pericardium as well as of the peritoneal cavity. This can be deduced from the widely differing localisations of deciduosis lesions that can become apparent through the corresponding localisation-dependent clinical symptoms [4, 13].

In its clinical spectrum of symptoms, deciduosis may rather exhibit unspecific changes in varying degrees of severity. The range of clinical symptoms can thus vary from shortage of breath, haemoptyses, pneumothorax, ileus symptoms, progressive anaemia and increasing infection parameters through to the most severe and massive intra-abdominal bleeding with acute abdomen. However, these life-threatening complications are very rare and only sporadic cases have been described in the literature [9, 11, 13–15].

Massive intra-abdominal bleeding can occur as a result of erosion of arterial vessels in the vicinity of the uterus and lesser pelvis by deciduosis lesions, especially in the 2nd and 3rd trimesters of pregnancy [4]. It is of decisive importance to recognise and resolve the bleeding complication, for just this reason a differential algorithm for more rapid diagnosis and therapy is urgently needed.

Maternal bleeding complications are principally divided into subpartum and postpartum types: the main causes of subpartum bleeding complications are placenta praevia bleeding, a premature placental abruption, vasa praevia bleeding, and bleeding due to velamentous cord insertion as well as uterine rupture. Nowadays these entities are very simple to diagnose clinically and by sonography and thus therapy can be initiated in good time. With a proportion of 80%, uterine atony plays a major role in postpartum bleeding that can usually also be quickly recognised and handled by a targeted and structured management programme [16]. The difficulty for the obstetrician in cases of extrauterine, intra-abdominal bleeding is the lack of direct vision of this complication so that under certain circumstances much time is lost before the – possibly life-saving – surgical intervention can be initiated. For this reason it is recommended to include bleeding due to deciduosis not only in the prepartum but also in postpartum period in the diagnostic considerations.

Operative management by means of laparotomy – or in selected cases by laparoscopy – to staunch the bleeding is the therapy of choice in emergency situations, whereby it must also be men-
tioned that as yet no clinical cases of surgical management by laparoscopy have been described in the literature. Because of the urgent need for action in such cases of extrauterine bleeding, a close cooperation, especially with the surgical and anaesthesiological colleagues, is highly necessary. Of course, the prevention of foetal complications is also of essential importance so that in the case of a surgical intervention during the pregnancy, appropriate neonatal care options, adequate for the week of pregnancy, must also be available.

In most cases the intraoperative tentative diagnosis is made under emergency conditions and must then later be confirmed by histology or immunohistochemistry. A topic for further discussion is whether or not the complete removal and restructuring of all deciduosis lesions after postpartum regression is a reasonable and recommendable therapy option after haemorrhagic deciduosis for the reduction of renewed complications in subsequent pregnancies. This has not yet been clarified. However, it can be assumed that especially those patients who have suffered from deciduosis complications due to extragenital endometrial lesions during a pregnancy should be advised to undergo surgical removal of the endometriosis. Accordingly, a subsequent detailed pathological work-up should be performed on all removed tissue samples relevant for the diagnosis in order to provide possible conclusions for postpartum therapy in subsequent pregnancies. Until now the recurrence risk in a subsequent pregnancy is not known because as yet no systematic investigations on subsequent pregnancies of the affected women have been published. An appropriate registry could help to answer open questions.

**Conclusion and Perspectives**

Life-threatening complications that arise through massive intra-abdominal bleeding in pregnancy must be treated immediately after recognition by an interdisciplinary team according to the generally valid clinical recommendations. Massive haemorrhagic deciduosis must always be considered in the differential diagnosis. Therapy of choice is the complete removal of the bleeding lesions. It is still questionable if the postpartum remediation of endometriosis offers any benefits for subsequent pregnancies.
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